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Artificial intelligence
Science fiction that became reality



Sci-Fi
 ?
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Personal data en security







Healthcare
Diagnoses

Gepersonaliseerde behandelingen

Remote patient monitoring

Medicijnonderzoek

Epidemic outbreak prediction

Radiologie en radiotherapie
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Marketing
Inzicht in klanten

Gepersonaliseerde emails

Smart biddings (ads)

Dynamische prijszetting

Lead scoring

Predictive customer service
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Self driving cars















4th Industrial Revolution



Machine learning eats the world



Trends reported by the World Economic Forum (WEF) in January suggest that we 
have until 2020 to prepare to compete with artificially intelligent job seekers.

Advanced robotics, self-driving cars, artificial intelligence and ‘machine learning’ will 
soon affect world economies, and our jobs. The biggest take away is the statement 
that a “net loss of 5.1 million jobs over the next five years is expected.” The study 
includes 15 leading economies, and South Africa is one of them.

Source: https://www.careers24.com/career-advice/recruiting/job-losses-to-robots-by-2020-is-my-job-at-risk-to-a-robotic-worker-20160201





Will a robot take your job?

http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34066941
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https://www.theverge.com/2017/12/5/16737224/global-ai-talent-shortfall-tencent-report



Every big startup over the next five years will 
have one thing in common: machine learning”

                                                                Eric Schmidt - Google



IT professional 
of the future
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IT’er of 
the

future
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AI, THE HOLY GRAIL?



Do you trust a black box?
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Garbage = garbage out



Successful outcome is not guaranteed





Keep a human in the loop







Augmented intelligence







SOCIAL

Strive to make the New Economy work for everyone

Contribute to even distribution of benefits

Create jobs through AI

Use AI and information to create more transparency

HUMAN

Embed ethical considerations in design and development

Empower people to shape their own future

Have human values drive technical development and use

ECONOMIC

Avoid fines (personal data)

Reuse data and algorithms

Biased data brings biased results

Start with low hanging fruit and find the most valuable use 
cases for you and society

ENVIRONMENTAL

Use AI to reduce greenhouse gas emissions

Use AI to drive general sustainability

Use AI to optimize use of resources


